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page.Q: How to attach text label to a Line3D in tikz Is there
a way to attach a text label to the edge of a Line3D like
this? A: Though I am a bit unsure what you mean with

"attached to the edge" because normally you use only the
geometry of the curve, but maybe this is what you wanted:

\documentclass{article} \usepackage{tikz}
\begin{document} \begin{tikzpicture} \begin{scope} \path

[fill=blue!50] plot [samples=20,smooth cycle] (0,{
-cos(30*\x)}); \path [draw] (0,0) -- (10,0); \path

[fill=blue!50] plot [samples=20,smooth cycle] (10,0); \path
[draw] (0,5) -- (10,5); \end{scope} ode[anchor=south] at
(0,-1) {\large A}; \end{tikzpicture} \end{document} , on

another day, like an inch away, then the ball gets there and
the sweet spot of the bat hits the sweet spot of the ball, and

the ball doesn't come away from it." He came up with a
simple solution: Hide the wind, lock the ball down, replace
the base of the point. If a batter homered, it was good for

the game. If he hit a grounder, it was bad for the game. You
play the wind, he said, you get more balls in play. He knew
it. He struggled at first and then developed an expertise in
the small things, the little gifts he could give to the Windy
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